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AIL Scheduled Commercial Banks
/RRBs/SCARDBs/
StcBs/Scheduled PUCBs

Dear Sir/Madam

Capital Investment Subsidy Scheme for
Commercial Production Units of Organic
Farming under National Project on
Organic Farming - Withdrawal of Soil
Testing Labs (Static/Mobile ) /MiniLabs
and Soil Testing Projects at Village level
from NPOF scheme

Please refer to our circular No.96 dated 21 April
2ol7  on  continuation  of  Fruit  and  Vegetable
Market   Waste    Compost    and    Biofertilizers-
Biopesticides    production    units    under    the
Capital     Investment     Subsidy     Scheme.    for
Commercial Production Units of Organic Inputs
under  National   Project  on  Organic  Farming
during   2ol7-18.   We   have   advised   that   soil
testing   labs   also   have   been   included   as   a
component under the above scheme (for loans
sanctioned  from   1   February  2ol7  applicable
upto 31 March 2ol8).

2. In this regard, we would like to inform that
the INM Division of Department of Agriculture,
Cooperation   and   Farmers  Welfare,   Govt.   of
India   has   informed   in   their   meeting   with
NABARD  officials  on  26  September  2ol7 that
Col   is   not   going   ahead   with   the   Capital
Investment  Subsidy  Scheme  on  Soil  Testing
Labs.  It was informed that Gol will now focus
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3T¥3T an 5T{.

8Taan    yours faithfully

!Sp&d`nay,

(ue fPrIT  Rohit Mishra)
HETrfu  General Manager

on soil testing projects at village level on pilot
basis. We are awaiting clarification from Gol on
the above issue.

3.  Pending  clarification  from  Gol,  we  inform
that the components of soil testing labs may be
treated    as    withdrawn    from    the    National
Projects   on   Organic   Farming   Scheme,   till
further   advice   is   received  from   Gol.   Other
components  viz.  Fruit  and  Vegetable  Market
Waste Compost and Biofertilizers-Biopesticides
production units shall continue to be part of the
scheme during 2ol7-18

You  may issue  necessary instructions  to  your
controlling offices/branches


